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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a ncw approach of a 3D human motion
tracking mcthod in rcal time is proposed. The basis of thc
nicthod is thc use of two scgrncntations, one temporal and
the othcr spatial. It allows to extract the pertinent parts of
the body (that are matcrialiscd by rcflective markcrs) and
to track them : the speed computing is only made on
moving objccts in thc sccne that are intcrcsting to track.
The use of stereo vision allows to calculate 3D position of
cach marker and a prediction of thc 2D positions of all of
them in the next pair of imagcs is donc to optimise the
tracking. The implcmcntation of thc algorithm, which is
rcaliscd on a transputer network, reduces the processing
tirnc.
INTRODUCTION
The domain of image sequence analysis, or dynamic
sccne analysis, is cxpanding widely. Applications such as
moving target tracking, road traffic management, human
motion analysis and, more generally, dynamic component
analysis in a scene are varied ways of research [l-31.
This paper deals cspccially with human motion analysis
(biomechanics), whose goal is to understand the
~iiechanismsthat rule human motions in areas such as
medical rehabilitation, sport, conception of ergonomic
interface, ctc ... The image is the basic tool which is used
in motion analysis. The implemcnted mcans for human
motion analysis wcrc photography-based, cinema-based,
and arc now video-based. Therefore, the rcscarch in this
domain has becn greatly made easier since the appcarancc
and the dcvelopmcnt of computer sciencc, acquisition
tcchnics and data processing methods.
Bccausc of thc grcat quantity of data to treat in human
motion analysis, it is necessary to dcfinc the necds and the
constraints of an efficient syslcm. So, wc must first
reprcsent thc subject in the way the most exploitable
according to thc choscn algorithms. We have to define the
use conditions of the system and the technological
limitations that prevent from getting the "ideal" analysis
syslcm : dynamic treatment in real time which allows thc
tracking of the fastest movements and thc stocking of the
fcwest informations. Moreover, in every computer
treatment, the grcater the quantity of data, the more
complex thc treatmcnl. In thcse circun~stanccs,the parallel
computers seem to give interesting solutions. Indeed, the
parallel architecture allows to add processors when the
computing powcr is not suflicicnt enough. The goal of this

paper is to describe a human motion tracking method with

a view to realise a human motion analysis system which
will be parallelized and executcd on a transputer-based
parallel machine in order to satisfy the computing powcr
needs.
This papcr is divided in five parts. The first one
reviews the features of the existing systems and
establishes thc schedule of conditions of the wanted
system. Wc also give the means used to gct an exploitable
representation of the human body. So, the targets
materialising the significant parts of the body are
presented. The low-level lreatment needcd for the
extraction of these targets in the imagcs is explicited and
an approach of a scgnicntation method, homogeneous in
the mean of motion (spatial-temporal segmentation), is
given with the architecture that results from all the
treatment. In the second part, the spatial-temporal
segmentation method is analysed in detail followed by the
tracking method developed in the third section. The actual
state of the work is given in the fourth part and the
conclusions and prospects are detailed at the end of the
paper.
A NEW APPROACH OF MOTION ANALYSIS
Human motion analysis is a need in donlains such as
medicine, ergonomics and sport. A study of the existing
systems [4-71 reveals that all of them seem to suit to
human motion analysis. This tends to prove that the most
important features arc those that can not be measurable
(flexibility of use, easiness of implementation, fitness,
noise immunity, working environment) but it shows that
there is still some improvements to be done such as
greater acquisition frequency, more cameras or more
precision. A human motion analysis system ~iiustalso bc
able to track fast and complex movements with precision.
The solution for fast movcments is to acquire images at a
frequency as great as possible : the greater the frequcncy,
the less differences in two successive images and so the
better tracking because there is almost no differences
between two successive images. For complex movements,
when some parts of the body disappear for a moment and
other reappear, the solution is to have sufficient cameras
to always acquire all the parts with at least one pair of
cameras : indeed, a 3D system implies the use of stereo
vision. T o minimise the constraints, the Iight which is
used is the one of the working area. As shown in figure 1,
the interesting parts of the human body (knee, elbow,

wrist) are materialised by bands (because regions are
needed to compute the speed of the parts) coupled with
small semi-spherical targets (to get the position of the
pertinent part in the image).
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figure 1 : cx'unple of pertinent part mnleridising

To track them with precision, an image resolution of at
least 512 x 512 pixels is needed. The low-level treatment
that is necessary to extract the interesting moving objecLs
in the scene is presented in figure 2. Only the bands are
still in the image. When the low-level treatment is
finished, a spatial-temporal segmentation enables to
compute the bands speed and, in the same time, a target
centre computing is done. The movement estimation is
divided in three steps. The first step consists in obtaining
regions by segmentation (these one being homogeneous in
thc mean of motion). The available information is the
speed vector perpendicular to the region boundary, at a
point (x,y). It's a local processing. The second step is the
image structuration due to the segmentation in regions. It's
called the intermediate slructuration. Lastly, the third step
consists in the estimation of each region speed. This is
called the speed field estimation.
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temporal-spatial gradient. All the segmentation treatment
is defined in this section but the reader should refer to
[8,9] for more details. The algorithm relies on a tridimensional modelisation (x,y,t) and a scheme of
hypothesis.
The approach associates a constant speed model
T=(a,b) to an homogeneous region in the mean of motion.
We have a partial observation of the speed Y at the point
(x,y) at our disposal, namely the relation that links the

I

figure 2 : low-level image processing

The regions obtained with the low-level treatment
enable the use of a spatial-temporal gradient based
segmentation. The global speed of each region so given
allows to treat the target loss problem.
The material architecture which results from our choice
of processing is a parallel one. Indeed, only a such
architecture allows a simultaneous tracking of several
targets in a short time. Moreover, the huge sum of
calculations is becoming important due to the nature of the
treatment, so it is interesting to be able to add processors
when necessary to work in real time.
T H E SPATIAL-TEMPORAL SEGMENTATlON

Let's remind that the segmentation algorithm used to
compute the speed of the moving objects is based on a

speed I=(-,--)
to the spatial gradient associated with
dt dt
the intensity function f, pf(x,y) :

which is an approximation at the first order. Let's consider
the following expression :
e(x.y) = CE-Y(x,y)).Lf(x,y) (21,
it shows the relation between the model and the real speed
field at a point, i.e. e(x,y) is an error estimation function
varying with the values of a and b. The prqjection of the
real speed on the spatial gradient of the intensity can
afford a directly measurable information about the motion.
Equation ( I ) represents a line perpendicular to the
gradient at a point. So, we can assure that :
- in an uniformly lighted zone Zi of the image, Af=O,
and the motion is not detected or does not exist.
- in a zone Zi where Af#O, only the perpendicular to
the region component of the motion is detected.
With the development of ( I ) and the introducing of (2).
e(x,y) is clearly explicited by :

Once the model is defined by the parameters a and b,
the homogeneity criterion must be given. It relies on a
maximum likelihood test. Given a zone Z in the image,
the problem is to select one of two cases :
- Co : for all the point in the zone Z, e=eaobo (only one
model M i.e. homogeneous zone)
- C1 : for all the poinls in the zone Z1, e=ealbl and for
all the points in the zone Z2, e'ea2b2 (two models MI and
M2 i.e. non-homogeneous zone)
To choose between the two cases, a likelihood function
Li is associated to each one and the log-ratio E,(a,b)of L1
and Lg is considered. If 5 is lower than a threshold h, then
the zone is homogeneous, else it is not and the zone is
divided in two. The division is first made horizontally,
then vertically (figure 3). Two log-ratio are computed and
the chosen division is the one that gives the greater logratio. The treatment is applied again on the two zones.
When there is only homogeneous zones in the image, an
"intelligent" algorithm is needed to interpret the speed
field and to define the regions of same speed.
Due to this segmentation method, the global speed of
each region is given, and it allows to track the markers
with the method in the following part.
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figure 3 : Uie two possihle divisions 01 n zo~icZ
(a) horizontally (h) verlically

THE TARGET TRACKING METHOD
All the experimental scheme is represented by figure 4.
Let's suppose that the motion is uniform [lo] and the
acquisition frequency is adapted to the speed of the
motion. The tracking is made on two levels. There is a
temporal tracking, which consists in the association of the
corresponding markcrs in two successive images, and the
spatial tracking, which consists in the association, by
stereo vision with a pair of images, of the markers that
represent the same physical point. There is also a
prediction phase which is based on the computing of the
2D positions of the points in the next image pair. This
calculation is useful to validate a choice in the temporal
tracking and help in the correspondence problem when
using stereo vision.
The goal of the temporal tracking is to define a
bijection between the markcrs in the previous image and
those of the current one. Indeed, each markers antecedent
must be found in the previous image.
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figure 4 : temporal and spatial tracking

This bijection is based on two criteria :
- "closer position" : this supposes that the distance
between two markers is sufficient enough for them
not to be merged and that the acquisition frequency is
high enough in relation to the speed of the motion.
- "most identical optical flow" : this supposes a
continuity of the speed field in the sequence of
images (no sudden change of direction, orientation or
value of the speed vector). The choice of this criterion
is due to its wealth : it's a three dimension quantity
(direction, orientation and value).
The change from the first to the second criterion is only
done if the first one is not satisfactory. As mentioned
above, a bijection between the markers of the current
image and those of the previous one is needed. This
supposes that the markcrs quantity is equal in two

successive images. Unfortunately, this is not always true
because of the momentary loss or reappearance of some
markers. Moreover, there can be conflicts during the
identification of the niarkcrs (correspondence making).
For example, two markers of the currcnt image
(respectively the previous one) can have the same
antecedent (respectively the same image) in the previous
image (respectively the currcnt one). All the conflicts are
resolved by the creation of estimated, computed quantity
(a priori) from the above criteria. The estimated quantity
are computed with an interpolation of previous quantity
from the image scqucncc.
Our method relics, just as the majority of the existing
ones [11,12], on a three step scheme which can be
formulated as follow :
First step - Creation of fictive markers according to
the previous image (or images) : For all the points in
the previous image, the fictive position is computed
with the previous position and speed. The current speed
is considered equal to the previous speed.
Second step
Hypothesis creation and likelihood
computing : For all the points in the previous image
and for all the points in the current image (even fictive
ones), a value is associated to each couple of markers.
This value is the possibility for two markers to
represent the same one. This computing depends on the
fact that a marker can bc fictive or real (priority to the
last one) and on the position and speed of each marker.
Third step Hypothesis verification : All the couples of
markers which value is greater than a given threshold
must be rejected.
This scheme is done from image 1-1 to image I and
then from image I to image 1-1. A global verification of
the two partial computings assures the robustness of the
final results
Let's remark that our method tries to keep a constant
number of markers in the image by the creation of as
many fictive markers as needed. This allows to get 3D
positions by correspondence making by stereo vision
easier. Indeed, the markers to associate choice is resolved
by the temporal tracking because the markers are located
identically and because all the markers have a projection
in each image
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ACTUAL STATE OF THE WORK
The low-level processing has been implemented on the
Allen-Bradley Servovision Expert PVS2805 system and
tested for static images. The results are quite good but it is
necessary to get a real sequence of images, with changes
of light, to improve the treatment.
The temporal-spatial algorithm in itself has been
implemented in 3L Parallel C on a T800-20 transputer
network (INMOS BOO8 board). The processing has been
made on whole images and with 4 processors. The
processing time is 500ms (very far from the temporal
time- with- 1- processor
need) and the speed-up ( .
) is
time- with- p- processors
3.6. To reduce the processing time, the treatment is being
implemented not on the whole image but on windows that
include each a pertinent part. We estimate that, with 4

processors and according to the fact that the processing
time is proportionnal to the pixel quantity to be treated,
the proccssing time should he 25ms. It is closer to thc
temporal need and we assume that a greater quantity of
processors, with the fact that the proccssing time should
be proportionnal to the squarred number of pixels to be
treated for example, will give better results and will allow
us to do all the process in less than 20ms. The tracking
algorithm is actually tested and being improved.
PROSPECTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new approach of a 3D human motion
tracking method has been described. The use of two
scgmcntations (one temporal, the other spatial) allows to
extract the pertinent parts of the human body and to track
them. The temporal-spatial segmentation only computes
the speed of each moving regions in the scene that arc
interesting to track. Those latters are extracted from the
scene by a low-level image processing. Finally, the future
use of stereo vision will allow to compute the 3D positions
of the markers and a prediction of the 2D positions in the
next pair of images will be done to optirnise the treatment.
The introduction of the bands allows us not to use a
very strict environment (extra light, special background
colour, etc ...) because the low-level proccssing that
extracts the bands eliminates noises in the images.
At that stage of the study, some treatments are only being
implemented and the conslruction of a validation line is
proposed, before implementation on a parallel transputerbased machine. The image sequence is recorded on two
tapes (from two cameras) with a time code as shown in
figure 5. The images are then replayed, stocked and
treated by passage as in figure 6.

figure 5 : acquisition of an image sequence
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figure 6 : treatnlent of the image sequence

The advantages of a parallel architecture for human
motion analysis is that the configuration of the proccssing
unit can be optimised in relation to the motion parameters:
speed of motion, needed precision, quantity of markers,
kind of motion. It is also easy to increase the number of
cameras in view to treat more complex motions.
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